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About This Game

The first musical runner!

Dive into a fantastic musical odyssey, brought by an immersive soundtrack imagined by famous composers.
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Experience music in a new way with the combination of rhythmic tapping and choreographic runner

Discover the musical story from the co-creator of Valiant Hearts

Guide Kaito and Aya through their adventures, in total harmony with the music

Travel trough 30+ painted environments

Customize your character's clothes, headphones, hat and skateboard
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Publisher:
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This game\u2019s presentation is simply breathtaking. The amazing visuals and the way they are synchronized to the soundtrack
is nothing short of brilliant.

It\u2019s a shame the controls, namely the button presses that appear in the top-right corner, cause undue frustration and really
take you out of the game. The developers really should have evaluated this when porting this game over to Steam, as what may
be practical on a touch screen is highly impractical here. You have to do awkward combinations of button presses at a very fast
rate that is, at times, seemingly impossible.

I\u2019d give this a neutral review if that were possible, but as it stands this is a reluctant thumbs up based on the
aforementioned control issues. If the developer had addressed this... well then this title would not only be a hearty thumbs up, it
would be deemed an absolute must play.
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